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DATE: 

TO:      Lucas Martsolf, Assistant Township Manager   

FROM: 

RE: 

Munis Project Number: 

Munis Account(s): 

Check this box if the purchase is part of a capital project. 

Project Title:

Purchase / Project Description:
Provide a detail description of the proposed requisition. (650 character limit) 

Purchase / Project Justification:
Describe why is this requisition is needed.  What alternatives were considered? (650 character limit)

Director's Justification Memo



Purchase Cost Details:
 Provide a summary of the estimated costs. (650 character limit.) 

Staff Recommendation:
Describe the basis of your recommendation. (500 character limit.) 

Image: 
(Attach image if, applicable.)
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	Check Box1: Yes
	Description: The Public Works Street Division is proposing the purchase of a new Ford F350 to replace the current 2006 Chevy Silverado 2500 4x4 truck, asset #11029. This vehicle is used daily for street maintenance to transport tools and personnel to the job site. This truck has exceeded the APWA plan criteria of 35 points for replacement, with a score of 40 points. 
	Justification: The 2006 Chevy Silverado exceeds the APWA criteria for age, maintenance costs, and condition. The vehicle is 17 years old with 235 works orders through its life totaling $18,392 in repairs and maintenance. This exceeds more than 50% of the original cost of the vehicle of $26,431. The current odometer reading is 69,348. The condition is poor with excessive rust on the frame and body. We're upgrading the vehicle to an F350 to gain extra GVW for hauling the asphalt roller. 
	Recommendation: Due to the vehicle exceeding APWA recommendation for replacement and availability, we recommend purchasing the 2022 Ford F350 for $50,585. The truck is currently available, but will go to the upfitter for completion in 60-90 days. Funding is from Capital Projects Fund / General Service -  3400 6430. 
	Details: Due to the current market constraints produced by Covid and supply chain issues, this 2022 capital project is now available. It was originally budget for $40,000. The new quote is $56,585. We were notified March 15th that there is only one F350 available at our CoStars dealer, Laurel Ford. This cost includes the upfit for lockable tool storage.  The trade-in value of the 2006 Chevy is $6,000. This brings our total cost to $50,585. 
	Image_af_image: 
	Date_af_date: 03/22/2023
	Title: Public Works Streets Service Truck - F350 4x4
	FROM: Kelly Maurer, Director Public Works
	RE: Public Works Streets Service Truck - F350 4x4
	CP #: CP018
	Account numbers: $40,000 - 3400 6430 


